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KBWhat will I study?
Art textiles is an exciting, highly creative, experimental and playful blend of textile 
techniques and Art. Come along to the Art department to see GCSE and A level 
work to get inspired. Projects include areas such as stitch, applique, weaving, 
dyeing, batik, construction, fashion and knitting using as wide a range of materials 
and processes as possible in 2 and 3 dimensions.

How will I be assessed?
Formative assessment is ongoing. You will be given detailed written feedback. The 
coursework and final exam are marked at the end of the two year course once 
your final exhibition is hung. Students complete 4 projects during the two years of 
the course. The coursework is worth 60% of the overall mark. The final externally 
set exam is worth 40%.

How will the subject help me in the future?
If you have some idea of what you want to do perhaps for A-level, university 
or employment. You may very well find that an Art subject will be an important 
element e.g. Fashion, Design, Architecture, Advertising, Theatre, Film, Television, 
Graphic Design, Digital Image Manipulation, Animation, the list is endless. It is 
amazing how many employment areas are linked with art.

Is this a suitable course for me?
It is useful to have a good level of ability (please discuss with your Art teacher); 
however enthusiasm and dedication are just as important if not more so. A 
good way to choose a subject for GCSE is to think about subjects that you 
enjoy. Students that opt for Art textiles find that although the work can often be 
demanding, as they enjoy it, they put the time in and reap the rewards of success. 
When choosing your options it is good to think about the range of subjects as a 
whole. Students often find that Art textiles can provide a great counter balance to 
some of the other subjects and gives them the opportunity to develop skills not 
covered in other areas.

Who can I talk to if I want to know more?
Your Art teacher or Mr Smith.
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